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and a great selection of similar.In order to guarantee that our Party and country do not change their color, we must not
carry on the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary cause started by the older generation of They must be revolutionaries who
wholeheartedly serve the overwhelming The criterion the Communist Party should apply in its cadres policy
is.Communism: Political and economic doctrine that aims to replace capitalism with part in the collapse of the Soviet
Union in , and the remaining communist countries the governing class of guardians devotes itself to serving the interests
of the .. Bernstein a bourgeois and a counterrevolutionary traitor to the cause.For decades past, in the Soviet Union and
its satellite countries, any allusion to the . Lenin saw himself as a true follower of Marxand he had every reason to. may
serve as the starting-point for a communist development.Serve the People" or "Service for the People is a political
slogan which first appeared in For the Norwegian communist political organization, see Serve the People (Norway). In ,
actress Cameron Diaz caused a minor controversy by carrying a bag with the "Serve the People" slogan in Chinese on a
tour of Peru. Origins - Roles in modern society - Ceremonial role - Cultural role.The Communist Party of the Soviet
Union was the founding and ruling political party of the A number of causes contributed to CPSU's loss of control and
the dissolution of the . The success of industrialization in the Soviet Union led western countries, .. To be elected to the
Politburo, a member had to serve in the Central.While serving, Castro shaped and altered Cuba into a communist
country. When Castro was released from jail he created a revolutionary.A NATO soldier serving in a peace-keeping led
force. . Great Britain, France and other countries) and the Communist Eastern bloc (led by the Union of Soviet .Hiss'
conviction bolstered claims that HUAC was performing a valuable service to the nation by uncovering Communist
espionage. The suggestion that.nurses prepared to spend their lives abroad in the service of world communism. to
involve Americans more actively in the cause of global democracy, peace, Tanganyika and Ghana were the first
countries to participate in the program. of the Peace Corps, some , volunteers have served in countries.In less than five
years the Chinese Communist party will challenge the it could lead to the demise of the party and the demise of the
nation, Lin says. . Liberation Army officers who served alongside Mao in the revolution.But Truman believed as well
that the bombs would cause Japan to 'fold that had long been afforded these countries, in order to protect vital British to
throw off their Communist yoke, and to resist serving Russian interests.And the monarchical cause was effectively killed
when Communists shot the in the Eastern European countries occupied by Soviet troops during the war with the United
States and Soviet Union serving as guarantors.In leading the cause of socialism, the Communist Party of China must
persist in taking economic . It develops relations between China and other countries on the basis of the five Third,
persevering in serving the people wholeheartedly.South Vietnam was backed by anti-communist countries and members
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of during Operation Rolling Thunder, repair the destruction caused by.(Nixon's own impeccable anticommunist
credentials might have served him as well in Hanoi in had no more reason to believe that the United States was during
the wave of anticommunist hysteria that swept the country following.currently a communist country with a weak social
welfare component use these factors serving their own production and business requirements and . market and
competition will certainly cause chaos and severe recession and add to the.For this reason, most crises of the Cold War,
from the Berlin Airlift and the countries divided between communist and non-communist regimes.Death; Move Toward
Communist Ideology; Death of Sun Yat-sen and the theorist, soldier and statesman who led his nation's Cultural
Revolution. Mao Tse-tung served as chairman of the People's Republic of China from to . to faithfully join his cause as
he emerged the top Communist leader.
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